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 3.	Average number of stops per mile.
 4.	Maximum safety in operation.
 5.	Cost of operation and maintenance.
In the selection of cars for interurban service some of the more
important points to be considered are:
 1.	Nature of traffic, whether passenger, freight or express.
 2.	Length of road.
 3.	Social conditions.
 4.	Schedule speed.
 5.	Condition of roadbed and structures.
 6.	Convenience of patrons.
 7.	Nature of competition if competition exists.
 8.	Whether or not the road enters the cities along its route over
private right-of-way or over city streets.
At the present time careful engineers are studying the problems
of car selection and design as they have never been studied before
and much emphasis is being placed on the economic ratios;
"weight of car per seat/7 "weight of car per square foot of floor
area/7 and "weight of car per foot of car length."
Car Bodies.—With the gradual increase in speed of cars there
came an increasing number of wrecks which soon proved the
average car construction to be unsuitable for withstanding severe
strains and thereby protecting passengers to some extent from
injury in case of collision. Then came a period of marked in-
crease in the weight of cars with correspondingly increased
capacity of car equipment not only, but of feeders, substa-
tion and power station capacity as welL Quite recently, how-
ever, another reaction has taken place, for it has been found that
the desired strength to resist the abnormal forces in service may
be obtained by proper design with even less weight. This ap-
parently paradoxical condition is partly due to the fact that the
use of steel in place of wood will give greater strength with less
weight and also for the reason that a car may be constructed
as a double truss, the side frames acting as one truss to transfer
the load to the bolsters and the bolsters in turn acting as trans-
verse trusses between car sills and truck support. For steel
frame construction see Fig. 105.
The better types of recently designed car bodies are either
all steel or partly steel The great advances made within the
past few years in the art of sheet metal working have made it
possible to construct pressed steel shapes cheaply in almost any

